
Twin Turbine 
Technology: 
Two turbines, each 
generating up to 2000Pa of 
intense suction efficiently 
increases cleaning power.

UltraPack Dust-
Compression 
Technology:
127%** increase in the 
dustbin ultilisation rate so 
more dust can be collected 
than ever before. 

Pet Hair Magnet:
Clean up to 57.6%* more 
pet hair with the immense 
power of the Twin Turbines. 
The 80% increase in 
airflow reduces 
entanglement on the roller 
brush for more efficient 
vacuuming.

Real Time Mapping: 
RoboVac X8 uses iPath 
Laser Navigation to build a 
real time map covering 
every corner of your home, 
creating the most 
systematic and efficient 
cleaning route
 

Multi-Floor Mapping:
Guided by AI.Map™ 
Technology 2.0, 
intelligently-generated, 
multi-floor maps, RoboVac 
X8 knows exactly where it's 
cleaning, whether it's on 
the first floor or in the 
basement.

Customised Cleaning: 
Users will be able to clean 
specific areas (zone, room 
or spot) as well as create 
virtual walls or “No-Go” 
zones through the app.

Recharge & Resume:
When the battery level low, 
RoboVac X8 will 
automatically return to the 
charging base. Once 
charged to 80% battery, it 
will resume cleaning in the 
area where it left off.

Wi-Fi & Voice-Control
Give instructions by voice 
or phone via the EufyHome 
app, Amazon Alexa or the 
Google Assistant. Set 
detailed commands and 
receive voice reminders 
your RoboVac’s 
performance.

Vaccum & Mop 2-in-1
Mop while you vacuum for 
a more efficient cleaning 
schedule and squeaky 
clean floors. At 250 ml, 
RoboVac X8 Hybrid’s 
water tank can cover up to 
140m² throughout your 
house.

MODEL RoboVac X8 Hybrid
Suction Power 2 * 2000Pa

Navigation Laser SLAM

Cleaning Pattern  

Multi-Floor Plan ✓
Zone Cleaning ✓

No-go Zone Setting ✓
Mapping Display ✓

Recharge and Resume ✓
Wi-Fi / VA Wi-Fi + Alexa + the Google Assistant

Carpet Clean BoostIQ

Dusbox Size 400ml

Water Tank 250ml

Runtime Up to 180 minutes

Filter Washable

*When compared to a single turbine robotic engine
**When compared to RoboVac 35C
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